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Wide-field single-molecule fluorescence microscopy has become an established tool for the study of
dynamic biological processes which occur in the plane of a cellular membrane. In the current study
we have extended this technique to the three-dimensional analysis of molecular mobility.
Introduction of a cylindrical lens into the emission path of a microscope produced some astigmatism
which was used to obtain the full three-dimensional position information. The localization accuracy
of fluorescent objects was calculated theoretically and subsequently confirmed by simulations and
by experiments. For further validation individual quantum dots were followed when passively
diffusing and actively transported within life cells. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2437066�

Wide-field single-molecule fluorescence microscopy has
become an established experimental technique in the bio-
sciences. So far its strength has mainly been exploited in
two-dimensional �2D� systems: for the observation of indi-
vidual molecules immobilized to substrates, and for the
tracking of individual proteins in the cellular membranes.1–4

The latter is typically carried out at video rate allowing for
simultaneous tracking of several molecules with very high
lateral accuracy, far below the diffraction limit.5 An exten-
sion of that technology to a full three-dimensional �3D�
single-molecule imaging and tracking platform is highly de-
sirable given that most biological processes take place in the
3D environment of the cell. Several methods to acquire in-
formation on the third dimension have been recently devel-
oped, i.e., using image stacks,6,7 off-focus imaging,8 or by
orbiting a focused laser beam around a particle.9 While all
these methods have shown to yield valuable information, the
main disadvantage is either the imaging speed �only slow
molecules can be followed� or the ability to image only one
or a few molecules at a time.

Here we describe a simple one-camera 3D wide-field
fluorescence setup which can image a large area �50 �m�2 at
high frame rates ��25 Hz�. The setup was adapted from a
previously described 2D wide-field single-molecule fluores-
cence setup.10 By adding a cylindrical lens �f =10 m� into the
detection path of the setup, unambiguous information on the
3D position of individual objects far beyond the diffraction
limit was obtained. Our detection scheme follows an earlier
development on tracking fluorescing 100 nm beads on a time
scale of 0.5 s �Ref. 11� but with higher sensitivity and higher
time resolution. The setup was used to track endocytosed
semiconductor quantum dots �QDs�, yielding information on
active transport of vesicular structures and passive diffusion
within them.

The positional accuracy which can be achieved in lateral
�x ,y� and in axial �z� direction in regular imaging was esti-
mated theoretically from the Cramer-Rao bound assuming a
Gaussian-shaped intensity distribution of a single-molecule
image.12 The Cramer-Rao bound for the position and width
of the Gaussian are given by s�x

2 =s�y

2 =�2 / �8N ln 2� and

s�2
2 =�4 /N in which N is the total number of photons detected

by the camera and � the full width at half maximum
�FWHM� of the intensity distribution. By the change of the
Gaussian width with focal distance the z position was
calculated,6
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in which zr is the focal depth and �0 the diffraction-limited
FWHM for a point source in focus. This dependence holds
for �z��2zr�1000 nm. Error propagation finally leads to an
axial accuracy sz

2=1/N��zr
2 /2z�+ �z /2��2 in which the errors

in zr and �0 have been neglected. Both values were deter-
mined experimentally with high accuracy in independent ex-
periments. Figures 1�a� and 1�b� �solid line� show both the
lateral and the axial accuracies plotted versus the defocus
position. Obviously the error in z around the focus is very
large and negative and positive defocus cannot be distin-
guished given the symmetric dependence in z.

Introducing a weak cylindrical lens �f =10 m� into the
emission beam path results in an axial astigmatism, �, and
hence provides an easy way to increase resolution in z.11 The
intensity distribution for a point emitter including astigma-
tism is described by
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in which the ellipticity �=��y /�x and a generalized width
�r

2=��x
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2 were introduced. �x and �y are the FWHMs of
the intensity distribution in x and y directions, respectively.
Note that �x is not equal to �y except for one position in
between the two foci, which we define as z=0 nm. By sub-
stituting z with z+� and z−� in Eq. �1� and using the defi-
nitions for �r and �, the axial position is given by
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Analogous to the earlier treatment the Cramer-Rao
bound leads to the accuracy in each direction:a�Electronic mail: schmidt@physics.leidenuniv.nl
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As shown in Figs. 1�a� and 1�b� the accuracy in z is
largely increased compared to the case without cylinder lens
while the accuracy in x and y is only slightly reduced.

The theoretical strategy described above was validated
by simulations. Intensity profiles for fluorescing molecules
were calculated as 2D Gaussians. Camera readout noise
��r=23 counts/pixel� and photon-counting statistics of the
detector were fully taken into account. Additional back-
ground noise was neglected. The simulations, in which the
signal-to-noise ratio �SNR� was varied from 20 to 1200, con-
firmed that the positional accuracy scaled with �N.12 The
positional accuracy obtained at a signal of 4000 photons/
frame was 6 nm in lateral �x ,y� and 30 nm in axial �z� di-
rection �Figs. 1�a� and 1�b��. It should be noted that the sys-
tematic deviation of the data from the predicted values is due
to pixelation12 which results in scaling factors of �1.4 in
lateral and �2.1 in axial direction.

For calibration of the setup streptavidin-coated 705 nm
QDs were spin coated onto a glass coverslip. QDs were ex-
cited for 20 ms at a laser intensity of 0.9 kW/cm2 to obtain a
SNR of 17 �275 photons/frame�. �r and � were measured
while scanning the focal plane through the sample
�Fig. 1�c��. From these data the focal depth zr=474±4 nm
and the spot size �0=443±1 nm �z=0 nm� were determined
from a fit to the given equations for �r and �. The amount of
astigmatism �=184 nm equals that predicted. Compared to

the simulations the experimental results have an increased
positional accuracy. We attribute this to an overestimation of
zr in the simulations leading to an underestimated increase of
the width with defocus in the simulations. Typically 40 nm
for the lateral directions ��x ,�y� and 90 nm for the axial
direction ��z�2.5�x� were achieved, confirming that the lat-
eral accuracy is almost unchanged while axial accuracy is
largely improved.

Subsequent to the calibration experiments, QDs were
dissolved to a final concentration of 0.16 nM in 15% dextran
T500. The viscosity of the solution �	�300 cP at 10 °C�
allowed us to follow the diffusional paths of the QDs for up
to several minutes. From image sequences taken at a fre-
quency of 35 Hz the 3D path was reconstructed. Each trajec-
tory was analyzed in terms of the variation of the mean
square displacement �MSD� with time delay between im-
ages. MSD analysis was performed for the full 3D positional
information, for the projection of the trajectory onto the im-
age plane �xy�, and for the projection onto each of the three
spatial directions x, y, and z �Fig. 1�d��, respectively. As pre-
dicted for free diffusion the MSD increases linearly with
time according to MSD=2nDt+�2�n

2, characterized by the
diffusion constant D of an n-dimensional process. The offset
at zero time accounts for the positional accuracy in all three
directions, �x,y =47 nm and �z=90 nm. Fit of the data to this
model yielded D=0.058±0.003 �m2/s, which is in excellent
agreement with the free diffusion of a 22 nm diameter par-
ticle in a solution of viscosity 	=320 cP following the
Stokes-Einstein relation.

The methodology as characterized above was subse-
quently used to study intracellular transport processes. Hu-
man embryonic kidney cells �HEK293, see Fig. 2�a�� were
incubated with a solution containing 0.1 nM QDs. The QDs
were internalized within 2 h by endocytosis. A correspond-
ing fluorescence image �Fig. 2�b�� showed several bright
QDs that were easily identified in the low autofluorescence
background of the cell. Trajectories for individual QDs were
analyzed �Figs. 2�d� and 2�e��. From the projections onto the
2D planes, the 3D trajectory clearly showed up. The QD in
Fig. 2�d� displayed several mobility modes which were iden-
tified by analysis of the MSDs in parts of the trajectory �Figs.
2�f� and 2�g��. In the initial part �Fig. 2�f�� the QD followed
random diffusion �D=0.015±0.001 �m2/s� in all dimen-
sions. Subsequently �Fig. 2�g�� the QD followed a directed
motion, as confirmed by a detailed analysis of the mobility in
all three directions. The MSD increased supralinearly with
lag time along the x and the z direction. Fitting the 3D-MSD
�Ref. 13� yielded a velocity of v=1.41±0.14 �m/s for the
QD’s transport. Analysis of the movement perpendicular to
the transport yielded diffusional behavior. In comparison, the
QD shown in Fig. 2�e� was transported with lower velocity
�v=36±1 nm/s�. Perpendicular to the transport the mobility
of the QD was confined13 to a lateral confinement of side
length L=161±3 nm. The size of the confinement was con-
sistent with the typical size of endocytic vesicles. From this
we interpret that QDs were actively transported inside
vesicles presumably along cytoskeletal fibers. The typical
transport velocities �1 �m/s� fell within the range character-
istic for molecular motors in cells.14

In order to verify the contribution of active intracellular
transport to the observed movements, cells already contain-
ing QDs were depleted from ATP by an incubation with
20 mM NaN3 and 12 mM 2-deoxy-D-glucose for 1 h. After

FIG. 1. Positional accuracy in lateral �x ,y� �a� and in axial �z� �b� direction
for the detection of a fluorescing point object calculated according to the
Cramer-Rao bound �lines� and compared to computer simulations �sym-
bols�. In the simulation each point object emitted an average of 4000
photons/frame. Each data point is an average of 1000 simulations. �c� �r and
� for QDs immobilized onto a glass substrate. Ten images containing nine
QDs on average were taken per point. For z�0 the data deviate from the fit
because the focal plane lies inside the coverslip. �d� MSD plots of diffusing
QDs in a 15% dextran mixture �10 °C, frame rate=35 Hz�.
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incubation directed movement �Figs. 2�d� and 2�e�� was
abolished while random diffusion was still observed �data
not shown�. Hence, the supralinear dependence of MSD with
time was attributed to ATP dependent intracellular processes.

In conclusion, the introduction of a slight astigmatism
into the optical system of a microscope allowed us to extend
the positional detection of individual QDs in life-cell imag-
ing to the full 3D volume. For QDs the positional accuracies
achieved approached the theoretical limit set by the Cramer-
Rao bound and were 43 nm in lateral and 130 nm in axial
direction inside cells at a frame rate of 167 Hz. The power of
the methodology was demonstrated by detailed analysis of
the motion of individual QDs endocytosed by cells. The ad-
ditional abilities of the 3D approach was most obviously
demonstrated in Fig. 2. While a conventional 2D approach
would only have shown free diffusion and transport in a
plane, the 3D trajectory shows that the QD was transported
along a tubular structure that extended into the third dimen-
sion. Hence, a 2D approach would have resulted in an in-
complete interpretation of the observations.

In extrapolation of the results the fast 3D tracking of
individual fluorescent proteins such as the green fluorescent
protein, however, seems exceedingly difficult. Typically in
those experiments 150 photons/frame are detected from a
single molecule which would lead to an axial accuracy of
�z=120 nm at optimal background conditions. Better results
will be achieved for multiple-labeled �5
 –10
 � objects.
This will yield longer trajectories and signals of 4000
photons/frame and higher, in particular, when additionally
the excitation intensity is increased. In this way dynamic
localization of, e.g., vesicles inside cells, at resolutions of
6 nm in lateral and 30 nm in axial direction can be easily
obtained. Hence, the application of this fast life-cell imaging
methodology to the study of, e.g., vesicle trafficking or virus

entry,15,16 will prove highly valuable and might help to lift
ambiguities in present models of cellular transport.
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FIG. 2. HEK293 cell loaded with QDs by endocytosis. �a� Transmission image of the cell �image: 48
42 �m�. �b� Fluorescence image of the same cell
�exposure time=6 ms, signal=670 photons/frame�. �c� Five consecutive images of a QD inside the cell �indicated by the arrow in �a� and �b�� taken at a delay
of 50 ms �images: �4 �m�2�. The change in ellipticity can be clearly seen. ��d� and �e�� 3D trajectories of different QDs tracked during 500 image frames. ��f�
and �g�� 3D-MSD of different parts of the trajectory in �d�.
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